Take control of inmate water usage. Willoughby’s electronic shower controller can limit the flow time for each shower valve and the number of showers per hour saving maintenance time, water, and money. This stand-alone, non-networked unit is field adjustable—no PC required!
Willoughby Shower Controller

**Technical Specification:**

- **Model:** WUSC-2200
- **Standard:** 4.75” wide x 0.3125” deep x 2.25” tall
- **Power requirement:** 24VAC

---

**Shower control**
- Each device can control up to 2 pushbuttons.

**Reset**
- Maintenance personnel can easily reset functionality from the chase.

**Delay between showers**
- Choose the 0-30 minutes before the next shower can start.

**Shower time control**
- Limit run time from 1 to 10 minutes.

Water-saving device

Now we're even easier to specify:

- Product MasterSpec

REVIT details available at www.willoughby-ind.com
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